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Abstract

At the (0 1 0) surface of vanadium pentoxide, V2O5, there are differently coordinated oxygen centers (1-, 2-, 3-fold)

which can participate as active sites in specific oxidation reactions. In the present work we use ab initio density

functional theory together with cluster models to calculate 1s core excitation spectra of the differently coordinated

oxygen centers at V2O5(0 1 0). Corresponding excitation energies and dipole transition moments are determined by

details of local V–O-binding where the results vary strongly with oxygen coordination. As a result, a strong dependence

of the (angle-resolved) excitation spectra on oxygen coordination is found. The differences can also be seen in the

superimposed spectrum combining excitations from all oxygen centers. A comparison of our theoretical spectra with

experimental near edge X-ray absorption fine structure data yields good agreement and allows an assignment of the

experimental peaks to the different surface oxygen centers.
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1. Introduction

Detailed knowledge of geometric and electronic

properties of catalysts on a microscopic level is of

great importance for an understanding of their

reactivity in catalytic reactions and can help to

design catalysts with better selectivity or reactivity
[1–4]. Here we consider vanadium oxides which

form a group of transition metal oxides that are
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widely used as active components in catalysts for

many chemical reactions of industrial importance

[5–7]. In these systems vanadium can appear in

different oxidation states, from +2 to +5, as well as

in different stoichiometry where four monovalent

binary oxides are known, VO, VO2, V2O3, and

V2O5. Here we focus on V2O5 which is used, to-
gether with other elements such as bismuth, cobalt,

aluminum, or alkali metals, as a selective catalyst

component for redox or acid–base processes, such

as the reduction of NOx with NH3 [8,9] or the

selective oxidation of hydrocarbons [7,10,11].

At the surface of a vanadium oxide catalyst

there are differently coordinated oxygen centers
ed.
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which can participate in a catalytic reaction either

as reactive sites or, in the case of oxidation reac-

tions, become directly involved as reaction com-

ponents. Here the different oxygen species are

expected to react differently according to their

specific binding environment [12,13]. Therefore, an
analysis of the involvement of each species in

particular reaction steps is essential for a detailed

understanding of catalytic processes at the oxide

surface. However, such analyses require an exp-

erimental identification of the differently coordi-

nated oxygen species and its binding geometry

which is rather difficult. The chemical differences

between these species are quite subtle which can
make a discrimination tedious and even impossi-

ble. For example, the 1s ionization potentials of

the three differently coordinated (1- to 3-fold)

oxygen species at the V2O5(0 1 0) surface differ by

only 0.5 eV as shown in recent theoretical studies

[14]. This is consistent with X-ray photoemission

spectroscopy (XPS) experiments on V2O5(0 1 0)

which exhibit only one broad peak in the energy
region of O 1s ionization [15] that cannot be re-

solved further according to the different oxygen

species.

An alternative spectroscopy that may enable an

identification of differently coordinated oxygen in

vanadium oxides may be near edge X-ray ab-

sorption fine structure (NEXAFS) spectroscopy.

This spectroscopy is based on radiation induced
excitations of core electrons to unoccupied states

and has proven to be a powerful tool in studies of

molecular structure as well as surface and adsor-

bate geometries [16–20]. Different atom species

can be characterized by their K edge excita-

tion energies and angle dependent measurements

of absorption spectra yield information about the

geometric arrangement of particular atoms in the
system. However, the interpretation of the exper-

imental spectra as to peak positions and intensities

requires theoretical studies [21–25]. Recently, an-

gle integrated NEXAFS spectra of the differently

coordinated oxygen centers at the V2O5(0 1 0)

surface have been evaluated in ab initio density

functional theory (DFT) cluster studies [14]. The

theoretical spectra show a clear distinction be-
tween the different oxygen centers where spectral

details can be explained by binding properties of
the final state orbitals depending on the environ-

mental geometry and coordination. The distinc-

tion is expected to become even more obvious in

angle-resolved NEXAFS spectra where transition

matrix elements, determining corresponding ab-

sorption intensities, can be easily connected with
the directionality of inter-atomic binding and that

of the polarization vector of the exciting photon

beam. In addition, angle-resolved theoretical spec-

tra for O 1s core excitation at the V2O5(0 1 0)

surface can be directly compared with corres-

ponding NEXAFS measurements which have be-

come available recently [26].

In the present work we have extended our the-
oretical treatment to evaluate angle-resolved

NEXAFS spectra in order to study the behavior of

differently coordinated oxygen at the V2O5(0 1 0)

surface using O 1s core excitation. Section 2

introduces our methods and discusses technical

details. Section 3 presents our results and com-

pares with recent NEXAFS experiments [26] while

Section 4 summarizes our conclusions.
2. Computational details

Bulk vanadium pentoxide, V2O5, crystallizes in

a layer type orthorhombic structure with lattice

constants a ¼ 11:519 �A, b ¼ 4:373 �A, c ¼ 3:564 �A
where the elementary cell contains 14 atoms (¼ 2 ·
V2O5) [27], see Fig. 1. The crystal layers extend

parallel to (0 1 0) netplanes and can be character-

ized by periodic networks of VO5 pyramids stick-

ing out at both sides of the layer. There are three

differently coordinated oxygen centers in the lay-

ers: terminal (vanadyl) oxygen, O(1), coordinated

to one vanadium center through a short bond

(dV–O ¼ 1:58 �A) and bridging oxygen, O(2)/O(3),
coordinated to two or three vanadium centers with

V–O distances ranging between 1.78 and 2.01 �A.

This gives rise to five structurally different surface

oxygen centers, singly coordinated O(1), doubly

coordinated O(2) and O(20), and triply coordinated

O(3) and O(30), as shown in Fig. 1.

In the simulation of local sections of the crystal

layers we use the V10O31H12 cluster shown in Fig.
2. This cluster contains the three different oxygen

species, O(1–3), in a realistic environment of its
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Fig. 1. Crystal structure of orthorhombic V2O5 for a view

along the (0 0 1) direction (perpendicular to (0 1 0)) where the

topmost (0 1 0) single layer is emphasized by shading. Vana-

dium centers are shown by large light balls and oxygen centers

by smaller dark balls. The non-equivalent oxygen centers, O(1–

3, 20, 30) of the crystal are labeled accordingly. The figure

includes a sketch of the orthorhombic lattice vectors at the

bottom. (For a colour version, see the online paper.)

Fig. 2. Geometric structure of the V10O31H12 cluster repre-

senting a local section of the V2O5(0 1 0) crystal layer. Vana-

dium centers are shown by large light balls and oxygen centers

by smaller dark balls while the smallest light balls refer to

hydrogen saturator atoms at the cluster periphery. (For a col-

our version, see the online paper.)
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nearest neighbors inside the V2O5(0 1 0) layer. In
addition, cluster embedding in the layer is achieved

by saturating dangling bonds at the cluster

periphery by hydrogen. The V10O31H12 cluster has

proven to yield a reliable description of electronic

properties of (0 1 0) oriented V2O5 crystal layers

and surfaces [27,28] and has been used in previous

calculations on angle integrated NEXAFS spectra

[14].
The electronic structure of the cluster is evalu-

ated by DFT methods using gradient-corrected

exchange and correlation functionals according to

Perdew et al. [29,30]. Corresponding Kohn–Sham

cluster orbitals are described by local basis sets of

linear combinations (LCAO�s) of contracted
Gaussians and calculated with the cluster code

StoBe [31]. This code allows, in addition to ground

state calculations, the evaluation of NEXAFS

spectra based on the transition state approach

[32,33] in combination with a double basis set

technique [34]. Here relaxed molecular orbitals of

the core hole excited final states are determined

using good quality basis sets, see below, with a
half-occupied core orbital at the ionization site.

Improved orbitals of the excited electrons are then

obtained by diagonalizing the Kohn–Sham matrix

built from the initial density with an additional

diffuse basis set (about 150–300 functions) cen-

tered at the excited atom. The resulting orbital

energies and dipole transition matrix elements

(oscillator strengths) are found to provide a good
representation of the excitations yielding the the-

oretical NEXAFS spectrum. For a detailed

description of the present method see [35].

The Gaussian basis sets used in this study

consist of double zeta valence plus polarization

(DZVP) bases in a [5s,3p,2d] contraction for

vanadium and a [4s,1p] basis set for hydrogen [36].

For oxygen different basis sets are used. In the
calculations of O 1s core excitation the oxygen at

the ionization site is described by an IGLO-III

basis [37] in order to obtain a reliable description

of inner shell relaxation effects. The other oxygen

centers in the cluster are described by an effective

core potential (ECP) [38] together with a [5s4p1d]

valence basis to avoid explicit mixing of 1s orbitals

of different oxygen centers with that of the ioni-
zation site. This approximation has proven to

introduce only negligible errors in the computed

excitation spectrum [39]. In order to improve the

representation of orbitals near ionization thresh-

old in the last step of the spectral calculation a

large diffuse [19s19p19d] basis set is added at the

excitation site. The discrete set of computed exci-

tations is then used to evaluate a continuous
NEXAFS spectrum by Gaussian convolution with

varying energy broadening. In the energy region
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below ionization threshold a constant broadening

(FWHM) of 1.0 eV is applied while for higher

energies (up to 10 eV above ionization) the

broadening is increased linearly to 4.5 eV and kept

constant at 4.5 eV at even higher energies. The

relatively large broadening of 4.5 eV at higher
energies is necessary in order to correct for the

approximate description of the continuum wave-

functions by diffuse localized basis functions. It

should be noted that the present use of localized

basis sets to represent propagating continuum

wavefunctions (which describe NEXAFS final

states) cannot be exact. However, the approxima-

tion is found to be quite satisfactory within the
highly localized region of the core orbitals which

participate in the NEXAFS transitions. As a re-

sult, corresponding dipole transition matrix ele-

ments, determining spectral NEXAFS intensities,

are believed to be rather reliable.

The calculation of NEXAFS spectra in the

present work is based on core to excited orbital

excitations which are determined by dipole tran-
sitions. Hence, angle-resolved spectral intensi-

ties are given by corresponding dipole transition

matrix elements, mx, my , mz, involving the initial

core orbital ui and final excited state orbitals uf

with

m ¼ ðmx;my ;mzÞ ¼ huf jq � rjuii ð1Þ
(q denoting the electron charge) together with
angular dependent factors describing the polari-

zation vector of the incoming radiation

e ¼ ðex; ey ; ezÞ
¼ ðsin# cosu; sin# sinu; cos#Þ ð2Þ

according to

IðE; #;uÞ ¼ a � E � ðmeÞ2

¼ a � E � ðmxex þ myey þ mzezÞ2

¼ a � E � fsin2 #ðmx cosu þ my sinuÞ2

þ cos2 #m2
z

þ 2 sin# cos#ðmx cosu þ my sinuÞmzg
ð3Þ

while the angle integrated intensity is given by
IðEÞ ¼ IðE; #;uÞdX

¼ 4p=3 � a � E � ðm2
x þ m2

y þ m2
z Þ ð4Þ

where E denotes the transition energy and a is a

global scaling factor.

Ideally, initial core and final state orbitals, ui

and uf , determining transition matrix elements (1)

have to be evaluated for each transition separately,

taking orbital relaxation due to the presence of the

core hole and the excited electron into account. For

large systems and many excited states this proce-
dure is very tedious. Therefore, we use an approxi-

mate treatment for the present system which has

proven to be quite successful for molecular NEX-

AFS spectra [16–19,21]. Here we assume that

electronic relaxation is quite important for the

highly localized core orbital ui. Thus, the orbital is

taken from a calculation on the corresponding core

hole state treated in Slater�s transition state ap-
proach [32,33] (using occupation 1

2
for the respec-

tive core orbital). Further, electronic relaxation of

the final state orbitals uf is believed to be rather

small since these orbitals are generally quite diffuse.

Therefore, we neglect this relaxation and use final

state orbitals uf of the same core hole state calcu-

lation described before. As a result, the evaluation

of the complete excitation spectrum can be based
on only one self-consistent calculation. The app-

roximate treatment of electronic relaxation in the

core hole excited state yields excitation and ioni-

zation energies which are too large by 1.5–2 eV [40],

compared with experiment. This difference can be

rationalized for the present system by comparing

the corresponding core ionization potential IPrelaxed

obtained for the fully relaxed core hole state with
that, IPts, of Slater�s transition state approach de-

scribed above. This yields a value of 1.8 eV, see

Table 1, which we apply as a global relaxation shift

for all excitation energies in direct comparisons

with experiment, Fig. 8, assuming that relaxation

corrections vary only slightly with energy. (Note

that except for Fig. 3 (taken from previous work

[14]) all purely theoretical spectra, Figs. 4–7 and 9,
do not include the global relaxation shift.) Further

corrections, such as due to relativistic effects, are

not included in the present calculations.
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respectively. The gray vertical line near 535 eV indicates the

ionization limit. The spectrum is shifted by 1.8 eV to correct for

the relaxed values of the O 1s ionization potentials, see Section

2 and Table 1.
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Table 1

O 1s core ionization potentials (IP) of differently coordinated

oxygen O(1, 2, 3) at the V2O5(0 1 0) surface using a V10O31H12

cluster model. The table compares values of frozen orbital IP�s
(IPfrozen) with those of the transition state approach (IPts) and of

the fully relaxed core ion state (IPrelaxed), see text. All energies

are in eV

IPfrozen IPts IPrelaxed

O(1) 566.95 537.48 535.63

O(2) 566.59 537.20 535.43

O(3) 566.47 537.30 535.52
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The present approach used to evaluate NEX-

AFS spectra differs substantially from that used in

a previous study on V K-edge spectra of V2O5 [25].

The latter is based on real-space multiple-scatter-

ing calculations in a non-self-consistent muffin-tin

potential where specific core excitations are in-
cluded only approximately by corresponding

phase shifts.
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3. Results and discussion

In Fig. 3 we summarize results from previous

calculations [14] of angle integrated NEXAFS
spectra for differently coordinated oxygen centers

in V2O5. The stoichiometric superposition of the

atom resolved spectra shows a double-peak struc-

ture below ionization threshold, in the region 530–

532 eV, which has been explained by analyses of the

final state orbitals [14]. The lower energy peak is

determined mainly by excitation of the singly

coordinated vanadyl oxygen, O(1), while the higher
peak contains contributions from all three differ-

ent oxygen centers. The computed 1s ionization

potentials of the different oxygen species in V2O5,

indicated by a vertical gray line in Fig. 3, differ by

less than 0.3 eV. This explains why photoionization

cannot discriminate between the different oxygen

species. Fig. 3 shows in the energy region above

ionization threshold a broad resonance between
540 and 550 eV which is assigned to transitions into

O 3p type final states. A decomposition of the total

spectrum into atom resolved contributions due to

differently coordinated oxygen reveals substantial
differences, in particular, within the energy region

of the double-peak structure. It may, therefore, be

used to discriminate between the oxygen species.

However, a decomposition of the angle integrated

NEXAFS spectrum cannot be directly used to

compare with NEXAFS experiments for the

V2O5(0 1 0) surface which yield always angle-re-

solved spectra for given X-ray beam polarization
with respect to the surface normal. Thus, we have

computed angle-resolved spectra for the differently

coordinated oxygen species at the V2O5(0 1 0) sur-

face according to Eq. (3).

Fig. 4(a) shows theoretical angle-resolved

NEXAFS spectra for core excitation of singly

coordinated oxygen O(1) at the V2O5(0 1 0) surface

with the X-ray beam polarized in the xz plane, see
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inset of Fig. 4(a), where the polar angle # of the

polarization vector e with respect to the surface

normal varies between 0� and 90� (with fixed azi-

muthal u ¼ 0�). For this geometry Eq. (3) yields
an angular variation of the absorption

IðE; #;u ¼ 0�Þ ¼ a � E � fsin2 #m2
x þ cos2 #m2

z

þ sin 2#mxmzg ð5Þ

involving only dipole transition matrix elements

mx, mz. Fig. 4(b) shows analogous spectra for the

X-ray beam polarized in the yz plane (fixed azi-

muthal angle u ¼ 90�). Here Eq. (3) yields for the

absorption

IðE; #;u ¼ 90�Þ ¼ a � E � fsin2 #m2
y þ cos2 #m2

z

þ sin 2#mymzg: ð6Þ
Fig. 4(c) displays spectra for the X-ray beam

polarized in the xy plane (normal incidence, fixed

polar angle # ¼ 90�) where Eq. (3) yields for the

absorption

IðE; # ¼ 90�;uÞ ¼ a � E � fcos2 um2
x þ sin2 um2

y

þ sin 2umxmyg: ð7Þ

Fig. 4(a,b) reveal that the above equations lead

to a strong angular dependence of the absorption

for both geometries. It is explained by the in-

volvement of the energy dependent dipole transi-

tion matrix elements mx, my , mz determined by the
character of corresponding final state orbitals.

This becomes evident in Fig. 4(d) where the energy

dependent contributions mamb; a; b ¼ x; y; z, ap-

pearing in Eqs. (5)–(7) are displayed. (The different
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curves of Fig. 4(d) are obtained by smoothing

discrete distributions of transitions and are shifted

vertically with respect to each other in order to

improve their discrimination. All curves meet the

left figure frame with a mamb value equal to zero.)

Obviously, for O(1) 1s excitation the mixed con-
tributions mxmy , mxmz, mymz are found to be neg-

ligible in size compared with the m2
x , m2

y , m2
z

contributions (<0.01% for mxmy , mymz, <10% for

mxmz) and can be ignored in the following discus-

sion. Dipole contributions m2
x (m2

y ) are largest in

the energy range of 531–532 eV where transitions

to final state orbitals with anti-bonding O 2px
(2py) and V 3dxz (3dyz) mixtures occur. In contrast,
contributions m2

z are largest for energies about 533

eV referring to final state orbitals described by

anti-bonding O 2pz and V 3d2
z mixtures. As a re-

sult, the angle dependent NEXAFS spectra, both

IðE; #;u ¼ 0�Þ and IðE; #;u ¼ 90�Þ, are described

in the energy range between 530 and 535 eV by

double-peak structures with # dependent relative

peak heights. For small # values the peak at larger
energy (about 533 eV) dominates while for # close

to 90� the low-energy peak (about 531 eV) be-

comes more important, see Figs. 4(a,b). Further,

the similarity between the energy dependence of m2
x

and m2
y explains that the absorption for normal X-

ray incidence, IðE; # ¼ 90�;uÞ, is almost indepen-

dent of the azimuthal angle u, see Fig. 4(c).

Fig. 5(a)–(c) show the theoretical angle-
resolved NEXAFS spectra for core excitation of

doubly coordinated oxygen O(2) at the V2O5(0 1 0)

surface. The angular dependence of the spectra is

very pronounced in all three cases, polarization in

the xz plane, Fig. 5(a), in the yz plane, Fig. 5(b),

and in the xy plane, Fig. 5(c) and different from

that found for O(1) excitation. This originates

from differences in the energy dependence of the
dipole transition matrix elements shown in Fig.

5(d). As before, the mixed contributions mamb,

a 6¼ b can be neglected in the intensities, Eqs. (5)–

(7), due to their size while the square terms m2
a

yield an energy dependence different to that for

O(1) 1s excitation. The m2
x contribution is largest

for energies between 533 and 535 eV where tran-

sitions into final state orbitals described as anti-
bonding mixtures of O 2px and V 3dx2y2 occur.

The O(2) 2px orbital is pointing directly towards
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the nearest neighbor vanadium centers and builds

rather strongly anti-bonding combinations with

vanadium orbitals which explains the high transi-

tion energy, see [14] for a detailed discussion. In

contrast, m2
y is largest at lower transition energies,

531–532 eV, corresponding to transitions into final
state orbitals characterized as weaker anti-bonding

O 2py–V 3dxy combinations. Further, the energy

dependence of m2
z reveals a two-peak structure, see

Fig. 5(d), with a low-energy peak at 532 eV, cor-

responding to excitations into anti-bonding O 2pz–

V 3dxz orbitals. The peak at 534 eV is due to

transitions into orbitals containing O 2pz and V

3d2
z character where the vanadium contributions

are strongly anti-bonding with respect to 2pz
orbitals of adjacent vanadyl oxygen. As a result,

the theoretical NEXAFS spectrum IðE; #;u ¼ 0�Þ,
Eq. (5) and Fig. 5(a), exhibits a double-peak

structure between 530 and 535 eV with the high-

energy peak being always the largest. In contrast,

the spectrum IðE; #;u ¼ 90�Þ, Eq. (6) and Fig.

5(b), yields a double-peak structure where the
high-energy peak dominates at small angles #
while the low-energy peak becomes important for

angles # close to 90�. Further, the different energy
dependence of the m2

x and m2
y contributions ex-

plains the angular dependence of the X-ray spectra

for normal incidence, IðE; # ¼ 90�;uÞ, Eq. (7) and
Fig. 5(c).

Fig. 6(a)–(c) show the theoretical angle-resolved
NEXAFS spectra for core excitation of 3-fold

coordinated oxygen O(3) at the V2O5(0 1 0) surface

where the X-ray polarization directions are chosen

identical to those for O(1) and O(2) excitation,

Figs. 4(a)–(c), 5(a)–(c). As before, the spectra can

be explained by the energetic behavior of the ma-

trix element products mamb, see Fig. 6(d), which

differs substantially from that for both O(1) and
O(2) excitation, see Figs. 4(d) and 5(d). For O(3)

excitation, the three square terms m2
x , m

2
y , m

2
z yield

broad distributions of rather similar shape in the

energy range between 532 and 535 eV. In addition,

the mixed term mxmz becomes comparable in size

with the square terms where both additive and

subtractive contributions are found, Fig. 6(d). The

latter is explained by the complex binding situa-
tion at the O(3) site which involves O 2px, 2py, and

2pz orbitals as discussed in [14]. Therefore, the
angle dependent NEXAFS spectra, IðE; #;u ¼ 0�Þ
of Fig. 6(a) show two-peak structures between 530

and 535 eV where the low-energy peak increases in

size with increasing # reaching a maximum near

60� due to the additive contribution sin 2#mxmz,

see Eq. (5). Likewise, the high-energy peak as-
sumes a minimum at # ¼ 45�. The spectra IðE; #;
u ¼ 90�Þ and IðE; # ¼ 90�;uÞ, shown in Fig.

6(b,c), can also be explained by the energy

dependent square terms m2
a together with the angle

variations as discussed before.

A stoichiometric superposition of the angle-re-

solved NEXAFS spectra from the individual

oxygen centers yields total spectra that can be
compared with experiment. The spectra for polar

angle variations, IðE; #;u ¼ 0�Þ and IðE; #;u ¼
90�Þ, see Fig. 7(a,b), show a clear angle depen-

dence which is qualitatively similar and consistent

with experimental results by Goering et al. [41]. In

both cases there is a two-peak structure between

530 and 535 eV where for small angles # the high-

energy peak dominates. This peak is determined
by transitions to final state orbitals described as

strongly anti-bonding combinations of O(1–3) 2pz
orbitals with corresponding V 3d orbitals. For

larger # values the low-energy peak gains intensity

at the expense of that at higher energy. Here the

low-energy peak for xz polarization, referring to

IðE; #;u ¼ 0�Þ, originates from transitions to final

state orbitals characterized by more weakly anti-
bonding combinations of O(1) 2px with corre-

sponding V 3d orbitals. For yz polarization,

IðE; #;u ¼ 90�Þ, this peak belongs to final state

orbitals described as anti-bonding combinations of

O(1) 2py and O(2) 2py with V 3d. The spectra for

normal X-ray incidence and azimuthal angle var-

iation, IðE; # ¼ 90�;uÞ, see Fig. 7(c), exhibit a two-
peak structure where the peaks depend very little
on the angle u. This result is consistent with recent

NEXAFS experiments [26] and is caused by the

fact that the corresponding O(1) 1s excitation

spectra, Fig. 4(c), show no dependence on u while

the angle dependences of the O(2) and O(3) exci-

tation spectra, Figs. 5(c) and 6(c), counterbalance

each other.

A comparison of the present theoretical results
with recent experimental NEXAFS data [26]

for V2O5(0 1 0) is shown in Fig. 8 where the
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measurements refer to two different X-ray polari-

zation directions only, x polarization (# ¼ 90�,
u ¼ 0�, normal incidence of the X-ray beam), and

near z polarization (# ¼ 20�, u ¼ 0�, near grazing
incidence). For x polarization the agreement be-

tween theory and experiment is almost perfect.

Both the energetic positions and the intensities of

the two peaks in the energy range between 530 and

535 eV are reproduced by the calculated spectrum.

In addition, the broad peak in the continuum re-
gion near 545 eV, assigned to transitions into O 3p

orbitals, is well reproduced. For X-ray polariza-

tion near the z direction the agreement between

theory and experiment is somewhat less satisfac-

tory. The energetic position of the peak at 532 eV

is reproduced in the theoretical spectrum and a

small shoulder at lower energy becomes visible.

The latter may correspond to the small low-energy
peak in the experiment but the intensity ratio of

the two peaks does not agree well. This may be due

to corrections in the experimental polar angle #. In
fact, Fresnel diffraction effects could modify the

effective angle of incidence and thus # compared

with the initial value determined by beam adjust-

ment. As an illustration, Fig. 8 includes a theo-
retical spectrum for # ¼ 35�, u ¼ 0� (dashed line)

which yields better agreement with the experiment
for # ¼ 20� assumed from beam adjustment. The

experimental spectra include excitation peaks at

energies lower than 530 eV which are caused by

excitations of V 2p core electrons to V 3d final

state orbitals and which are not accounted for by

the present theory.

An analysis of the angle-resolved NEXAFS

spectra for O 1s excitation, in particular those for
normal X-ray incidence, IðE; # ¼ 90�;uÞ, in the

energy range between 530 and 535 eV allows a

discrimination of the differently coordinated oxy-

gen centers in V2O5 based on peak intensities. The

theoretical spectra for x polarization, IðE; # ¼ 90�;
u ¼ 0�Þ, see Fig. 9(a) (collecting spectra from Figs.

4(a), 5(a) and 6(a)), are determined by matrix

elements mx according to Eq. (5). Thus, transitions
to final state orbitals containing admixtures of O

2px orbitals become most important. For O(1)

excitation these transitions belong to the low-en-

ergy peak of the spectrum whereas for O(2) and

O(3) excitations they refer to the high-energy peak.

Therefore, the low-energy peak in the combined

spectrum for x polarization, IðE; # ¼ 90�;u ¼ 0�Þ
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of Fig. 9(a), can be clearly assigned to the singly

coordinated vanadyl oxygen center O(1). On the

other hand, the spectra for y polarization, IðE; # ¼
90�;u ¼ 90�Þ, see Fig. 9(b) (collecting spectra from
Figs. 4(b), 5(b) and 6(b)), are determined by ma-

trix elements my according to Eq. (6). Thus, tran-

sitions to final state orbitals containing admixtures
of O 2py orbitals dominate the spectrum. For O(1)

and O(2) excitations these transitions belong to the

low-energy peak of the spectrum whereas for O(3)

excitation they refer to the high-energy peak.

Therefore, the high-energy peak in the combined

spectrum for y polarization, IðE; # ¼ 90�;u ¼ 90�Þ
of Fig. 9(b), refers mainly to the 3-fold coordi-

nated oxygen center O(3). The present theoretical
NEXAFS spectra do not allow an unambiguous

assignment of the doubly coordinated bridging

oxygen center O(2) to an absorption peak for a

given X-ray polarization. Whenever one of the two

peaks in the energy range between 530 and 535 eV

contains large contributions due to excitations at

O(2) there are also contributions from O(1) and/or

O(3) excitations.
The identification of differently coordinated

oxygen centers in V2O5 by angle-resolved NEX-

AFS spectra can become useful in adsorption or

catalytic reaction studies at the oxide surface. Here

the question arises as to which of the differently

coordinated surface oxygen centers acts as an

adsorption site or is involved in a particular sur-
face reaction. This may be answered by comparing

angle-resolved NEXAFS spectra for normal X-ray

incidence IðE; # ¼ 90�;uÞ in the energy range of O

1s excitation where the spectra for the system

concerned are obtained before and after the

adsorption/reaction has taken place. The adsorp-

tion/reaction is assumed to influence the spectra

depending on the oxygen coordination. Therefore,
details of the spectral changes may give informa-

tion about the type of oxygen center which is in-

volved. Considering the above discussion we can

suggest two rules. (a) If in measurements of

IðE; # ¼ 90�;u ¼ 0�Þ the low-energy peak of the

two-peak structure between 530 and 535 eV is

mainly affected, the singly coordinated vanadyl

center O(1) is involved in the adsorption/reaction.
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(b) If in measurements of IðE; # ¼ 90�;u ¼ 90�Þ
the high-energy peak of the two-peak structure

between 530 and 535 eV is mainly affected, the 3-

fold coordinated center O(3) is involved in the

adsorption/reaction.
4. Conclusions

In this work we present theoretical angle-re-

solved NEXAFS spectra for O 1s excitation of the

differently coordinated oxygen centers at the

V2O5(0 1 0) surface and in its bulk volume using ab

initio DFT cluster methods. The results allow a
very detailed analysis of the different excitation

peaks and their angular variation based on the

character of corresponding final state orbitals and

the energy dependence of respective dipole transi-

tion matrix elements. In particular, the two-peak

structure found in the energy range between 530

and 535 eV is characterized by excitations from O

1s core to final state orbitals which are anti-
bonding mixtures of O 2p and V 3d contributions.

The peak intensities for a given excitation energy

and X-ray polarization depend on details of the

orbital mixing in the final states, in particular, on

the relative importance of orbital 2px, 2py, and

2pz contributions at the oxygen center where the

core electron is excited. Clearly, these orbital

contributions are determined by the binding envi-
ronment and coordination of the corresponding

oxygen species. This allows an unambiguous as-

signment of the two excitation peaks to specific

oxygen centers if the X-ray polarization in the

NEXAFS spectrum is chosen appropriately. In

particular, the analysis of the theoretical spectra

for normal X-ray incidence in the V2O5(0 1 0)

system shows that

(a) with x polarization the low-energy peak of the

two-peak structure between 530 and 535 eV is

dominated by contributions referring to the

singly coordinated vanadyl center O(1),

(b) with y polarization the high-energy peak of the

two-peak structure contains mainly contribu-

tions referring to the 3-fold coordinated center
O(3).
This can be made use of in adsorption or cata-

lytic reaction studies at the oxide surface where the

differently coordinated surface oxygen species has

to be analyzed with respect to its participation as

an adsorption site or its involvement in a particular

surface reaction. A comparison of angle-resolved
NEXAFS spectra for normal X-ray incidence

taken before and after the adsorption/reaction

yields differences in peak intensities which can help

to identify the oxygen species where the action

happens if the above two rules are applied.

The agreement between the present theoretical

spectra and those of recent NEXAFS measure-

ments for V2O5(0 1 0) for two different X-ray
polarization directions [26] is very satisfactory and

confirms that an interpretation of experimental

spectra by the present theoretical methods is

adequate. A more detailed comparison between

theory and experiment will be possible when

measurements of a more complete set of angle-

resolved NEXAFS spectra of V2O5(0 1 0) become

available. In addition, a full comparison requires
the extension of the present theoretical treatment

to include V 2p to 3d excitations which are found

in the experiment. Experimental and theoretical

studies along these lines are currently under way.
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